ABSTRACT

Their work as farmers to in the city that as much as this does not constitute a who customarily viewed city people itself , more over Surabaya who is known as a metropolis be biased that there are still regional the very maintain the condition with plant rice and the farmers that is consistent choose the trail as defense their lives .This study used to know how was the survival farmers in Made , Surabaya in an effort to meeting the needs of farmers in the process .

The paradigm that used to answer highlights the difficulty in this research is descriptive paradigm with a quantitative approach .The theory used is the theory belonging to james c scott about the mechanism survival .Respondents in this research was fifty men farmers in Made , Surabaya .Sample to determine used method of cluster or grouping .The sample collection technique that is used is sampling random .Data collection method in this research was using a questionnaire to directly interview on the court and do indept interview to one of the agricultural .

The results found in this research among other :(1) the farmers in Made Surabaya who in the mechanism survival also by means of expanding network or construct with fellow farmers and also they get helps from government in maintaining existence they become farmer food. (2) the using alternative subsistence besides with the way they work as farmers some of them also hire wife son and they had workby-product also And (3) the fasten a belt firmer by means of utilizing results harvest money to be used in agricultural processes next and to satisfy the needs of his life.
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